BRING COLOR TO YOUR PAVEMENT

100% Acrylic Emulsion Color Coating for asphalt pavement surfaces including: Driveways, Parking Lots, Paths, Walkways, and more!

COLORPAVE® NEUTRAL CONCENTRATE
DESIGNED FOR MIXING WITH COLORPLUS PIGMENT DISPERSION, SAND AND WATER

100% ACRYLIC FOR MAXIMUM DURABILITY

FUEL AND UV RESISTANT ACRYLIC COATING
ColorPave Neutral Concentrate is formulated for job-mixing with ColorPlus Pigment Dispersion, water, and sand.

IMPORTANT: Do not apply to pavement surfaces that have previously been sealed with coal tar or asphalt based sealers.
(See ColorPlus Pigment Dispersion - page 14).

MIXING PROCEDURES:
ColorPave Neutral Concentrate ....................55 gallons
Water .......................................................... 33 gallons
ColorPlus Pigment Dispersion .........................4 gallons
Sand (50-60 mesh) .......................................800 lbs.

MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS (coverage): One gallon of ColorPave Concentrate when mixed properly will cover approximately 100 - 125 square feet (11 to 13.8 square yards) per coat. Two coats are recommended for optimum performance.

NOTE: Actual Coverage rates will vary due to differences in pavement porosity.

PRODUCT # | DESCRIPTION | WEIGHT | PRICE
--- | --- | --- | ---
S2105K | 30 - Gallon Keg | 280 lbs | $ 404.99
S2105D | 55 - Gallon Drum | 525 lbs | $ 644.99
S2105T | 275 - Gallon Tote | 2,650 lbs | $ 3,256.99
S2105B | Bulk | - | - quoted -

COLORPAVE® NEUTRAL READY-MIX
DESIGNED FOR MIXING WITH COLORPLUS PIGMENT DISPERSION

FORTIFIED WITH SAND FOR MAXIMUM DURABILITY

FUEL AND UV RESISTANT COATING
ColorPave Neutral Ready-Mix is designed to be mixed with ColorPlus Pigment Dispersion. Available in 17 standard colors plus over 100 color variations using ColorPlus Fusion System.

IMPORTANT: Do not apply to pavement surfaces that have previously been sealed with coal tar or asphalt based sealers.
(See ColorPlus Pigment Dispersion - page 14).

MIXING PROCEDURES:
ColorPave Neutral Ready-Mix ....................1 pail
ColorPlus Pigment Dispersion ....................1 pint

NOTE: If needed, a small amount of water may be added to facilitate application.

MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS (coverage): One pail [4 gallons] of ColorPave Neutral Ready-Mix will cover approximately 240 - 280 square feet (26.8 to 31.2 square yards) per coat. Two coats are recommended for optimum performance.

NOTE: Actual Coverage rates will vary due to differences in pavement porosity.

PRODUCT # | DESCRIPTION | WEIGHT | PRICE
--- | --- | --- | ---
S2092P | 5 - Gallon Pail (4 - Gallon Net) | 56 lbs | $ 72.99